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[M]ONDES
site specific kinetic light installations 



DESCRIPTION

The installation [M]ondes stems from the interaction between interlacing 
metal sculptures, a projection device and a related sonic surroundings.

Rays of light cross the exhibition space. They are made visible by the 
matter they encounter : the surface of the metal sculptures becomes a 
projection surface. 

The movement of light matter is resulting of the rotation of the sculptures 
or of the moving of light beams.
Unlike a projection screen that shows a complete image, this installation 
explores the interaction of reflected and non-reflected light as well as of 
the interplay of static surroundings and moving images.  

PERCEPTION

Sparks of light appear out of the darkness, fly in the air, then vanish.
In a continuous metamorphosis, both cyclical and unpredictable this 
installation  combines the slow and regular movement of geometrical 
shapes and the abundance of fleeting light particles.
This meditative work has the presence of an organic complex system, of 
a multiform living matter.
It offers the experience of an immersion in weightless worlds, changing 
the perception of volumes and the relation to space, borderline the loss 
of any point of reference.
The work is described with the wordplay on “onde” (French for “wave”) 
and “monde” (French for “world”).



SITE SPECIFIC CREATION

In relation to the chosen sites this work is site specific, every time 
renewed for different places and contexts. In a temporary or long-
lasting way, indoors or outdoors, in public space or in a private 
context, each installation of [M]ondes is unique, original and 
linked to the space in which it is presented (dimensions, technical 
device, scenography, mobile or fixed structures, on the ground, 
in the air...).

SONIC SURROUDING

The sonic surroundings of the installation is made of acousmatic 
compositions : cycles of sound overlap, creating variations 
within a continuous pulse. The surround broadcast deepens the 
immersive experience of the public.
Sounds come out in suspension in the silence, faint slowly or 
suddenly, suggest the echo of ethereal, aquatic or subterranean 
journeys in various dimensions of the matter.

RELATED PROJECTS
[M]ondes.02 - interactive version
The interactive version is technically self-sufficient, in a “black 
box”. This option is adaptable to any kind  of site (not necessarily 
dark) and  technically self-sufficient (in a minimum space 
of  length: 3.50 m - width : 2 m - height : 2.30 m).

[M]ondes/performances
Sonic improvisations with surround broadcast and/or dance 
performances in the installation, by the artists of the duo Atsara.

ARTISTIC LINKS

Our work is continuing the artistic movement of Kinetic Light 
Art, which uses the technical and esthetic properties of light, in 
particular in connection with the movement.

Light, darkness, space and volumes are the raw materials of this 
artistic trend.
Light is a protagonist of outstanding visual effects which disturb 
our senses, and beyond the particular optical phenomena 
proposed in the perception, it opens a field of sensitive, poetic 
and esthetic experiment. 
As other artists (Anthony Mac Call, Madi Boyd, Paul Frielander), 
our approach of the projection concentrates on the disintegration 
of the surface of projection, and focuses on the space which  
stretches between this surface and the light source.
We use the current digital equipments (computers, software, 
video-projectors), older devices of lighting (slide projectors, 
profile spots) and raw materials.



TECHNICS

[M]ondes - site specific / example of implementation of 1 module [M]ondes.02 - interactive version, technically self-sufficient 

Technical conditions required :
- darkness needed
- hanging points for the cables
- other technical needs are detailed in the site specific project

Technical conditions required :
- darkness not  necessary
- minimum  space: length: 3.50 m /  width: 2.40 m / height : 2.40 m
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ARTISTS

Atsara is a duo composed of Roland Devocelle, born in 1969 in 
Valence (F) and Audrey Rocher, born in 1977 in Agen (F), working 
in the field of plastic arts, sound arts and corporeal art. Both are 
self-taught artists rooted in the art of improvisation. 

Since 2000, they are cooperating as artists, mainly working in 
multidisciplinary projects developing audiovisual improvisations. 

Their practice in the visual arts is based on photography and 
video works. 

In 2008 they started to work with projections, focusing on 
interplays of objects in motion as projection areas. Since then, 
they create installations which sometimes host their sonic or/and 
dance performances.
From one artistic discipline into another, our works expand, 
combine, provoke, inspire, enter into resonance. Sound art and 
visual art become indivisible.

“The artists’ duo Audrey Rocher and Roland Devocelle, the team of Atsara stages in their luminokinetic works the relationship between light, space 
and time in their ephemerality. They experiment with the appearance of spaces and materials, as well as with the interplay between perception and 
imagination. Atsara stage the interfaces of darkness and light, of space and surface, of color and material in a continuous metamorphosis rendering 
visible the poetry of mathematics and physics.

Sound and light share many physical qualities, as frequencies they are embedded in the interplay of time and space. In their rhythms, cycles and 
oscillations acoustical and optical phenomena are shaped. In their artistic concepts Atsara refer to the poetic qualities of the processes of constant 
transformation as the foundation of all audio and visual phenomena.

Its interventions can also be read as illustrations of the physical string theory. Unlike the standard model of particle physics, various approaches 
within the string theory assume that the fundamental building blocks that make up our world are particles not in terms of points but vibrating objects 
called „strings”. In regard to these concepts there are no permanent solid materials, but only temporary oscillations and their clusters. Atsara stages 
installations in which the continuous vibration of the things is to see and to experience.”   

Bettina Pelz, Curator



EXHIBITIONS

2013
Mouvements et Lumières - Contemporary Art Center F. Popper, Marcigny, France - Curators: F.Spath / G.Silva
Lumina, Festival da Luz, Cascais, Portugal - Curators : Nuno Maya / Carole Purnelle
Lichtrouten, Internationales Forum für Licht in Kunst, Lüdenscheid, Germany - Curators : Bettina Pelz / Tom Groll
Lumiere, Art Light Festival, Durham, United Kingdom

2012
Skyway’12 International Light Festival, Torùn, Poland - Curator : Mario Caeiro
Lichtströme, Koblenz, Allemagne - Curators : Bettina Pelz / Tom Groll
Cultural Center André Malraux, Agen, France

2011
Narracje, Installations and interventions in public space, Gdansk, Poland - Curators : Bettina Pelz / Tom Groll
Aux Arts Citoyens, Musée de Gajac - Contemporary Art Museum, Villeneuve-sur-Lot, France

2010
Arbres et Lumières - Trees and Light, Geneva, Switzerland
Nuit Blanche, Amiens, France
Nuit Blanche, Paris, France
Parcours des Fées - Multimedia Festival, Crévoux, France
Musée du Liège, Experimental tourism itinerary, Mézin, France
Nuits de Lauzerte, Lauzerte, France
Chemin des Ateliers, Curzay sur Vonne, France
Festival Murmure du Son, Mazère sur Salat, France
Multiples Bordeaux - Visual Arts Festival - Galerie Appart 113, Bordeaux, France

2009
Individual Exhibition, Carré des Jalles, Saint Médard en Jalles, France
“Permis de Musée”, Musée du Liège, Mézin, France
Lumière en Fête, Valence, France
Fête des Lumières, Lyon, France
Nuit Blanche, Amiens, France
Nuit du Patrimoine, Fine Arts School, Versailles, France
Parc du Futuroscope - Projet LandArt/Lumin&Sens, Poitiers, France
Nuit des Musées, Fine Arts Museum, Agen, France
Ciel en fête, International Year of Astronomy, Toulouse, France
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